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Abstract. Spatial relations are essential for understanding the image
configuration and modeling common sense knowledge. In most of exist-
ing methods, topological, directional and distance spatial relations are
computed separately as they have separate application domains. Intro-
duction of Temporal Geographic Information System (TGIS), spatio-
temporal reasoning and study of spatio-temporal relations required the
computation of topological and metric spatial relations together.
In this paper the fuzzy topological and directional relations are integrated
with the help of fuzzy Allen relations and directions are evaluated by spe-
cific fuzzy membership functions. A matrix of fuzzy relations is developed
where the topological and directional relations are integrated for a 2D
scene. Experiments are performed to validate the proposed method. The
results are analyzed and interpreted from histograms.

Keywords: Topological and metric relations, Fuzzy topological rela-
tions, Fusion of spatial relations, Fuzzy directional relations, Matrix of
fuzzy relations.

1 Introduction

Temporal Geographic Information System (TGIS) was introduced in recent
years. This enhancement of Geographic Information System (GIS) deeply af-
fects the present studies in GIS and need fusion of different information provided
from different sensors given heterogenous data. The fusion of spatial relations
will be helpful in defining the spatio-temporal relations, reasoning in many deci-
sion processus. In existing methods, topological, directional and distance spatial
relations are studied separately. Beside this information, fuzzy spatial relations
are also important for fuzzy reasoning, fuzzy image understanding and fuzzy
change detection. Fuzzy topological relations are studied by the extended mod-
els of 9 -intersections [5, 4] and Region Connected Calculus (RCC8) [13, 14,
16]. These topological relations are studied through the object model with inter-
mediate boundaries or the well known Egg-Yolk model [2, 3]. Fuzzy directional
relations can be defined using the mathematical morphology as in [7] and nu-
merical methods as in [11, 10]. Fuzzy directional relations assign a degree to
each cardinal direction and different methods are used to assign the degree to
a cardinal direction. Another type of metric relation is the distance relations.



These relations provide us the distance information about the closet part of ob-
jects and a fuzzy membership function assigns a degree to the distance relation
Near, Far and Far off [1]. In the approaches for finding the fuzzy directional re-
lations, crisp objects are considered and fuzzy objects are treated by considering
the Egg’s boundary. Fuzzy methods for directional relations work for the limited
set of topological relations. All sort of relations are essential for image under-
standing, modeling common sense knowledge, natural phenomenon and spatial
reasoning [6]. This requirement of image understanding needs to apply different
methods to find the topological, directional and distance relations between the
objects and it is needed to have a single method where we can get all the required
information about the spatial scene. In this work two types of fuzzy sets are used,
1D fuzzy sets for finding the fuzzy Allen relations and then 1D directional fuzzy
sets for evaluating the directions in 2D scene. This method of using the 1D fuzzy
sets provide us the integrated topological and directional information of a 2D
scene. These integrated information of a 2D scene are represented in a matrix.
Each entity of this matrix represents the percentage surface area of two objects
having a topological relation in a specific direction.
This paper is structured as follows, section 2 discusses in detail the different
terms and computations necessary for 1D Allen relations, in section 3 the fusion
of topological and directional relations and their interpretation is given. Results
for different configurations is given in section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Terminology used for computation fuzzy Allen relations

2.1 Oriented lines, segments and longitudinal sections

Let A and B be two spatial objects and (v, µ) ∈ ℝ, where v is any real number
and µ ∈ [0, 2¼]. ¢µ(v) is an oriented line at orientation angle µ. A ∩ ¢µ(v) is
the intersection of object A and oriented line ¢µ(v). It is denoted by Aµ(v),
called segment of object A and its length is x. Similarly for object B where
B∩¢µ(v) = Bµ(v) is segment and z is its length. y is the difference between the
maximum value of B∩¢µ(v) and minimum of A∩¢µ(v)(for details [12]). In case
of polygonal object approximations (x, y, z) can be calculated from intersecting
points of line and object boundary. If there exist more than one segment, then it
is called longitudinal section.In this paper all the 180 directions are considered
with an angle increment of one degree and lines are drawn by 2D Bresenham dig-
ital line algorithm. A polygonal object approximation is taken and lines passing
through the polygon vertices are taken into account.

2.2 1D Allen relations in space

Allen [8] relations are arranged as A = {<,m, o, s, f, d, eq, di, fi, si, oi,mi, >}
with meanings before, meet, overlap, start, finish, during, equal, during_by, fin-
ish_by, start_by, overlap_by, meet_by, and after. All the Allen relations in
space are conceptually illustrated in figure 1. These relations have a rich sup-
port for the topological and directional relations. In the neighborhood graph of



Fig. 1. Black segment represents the reference object and gray segment represents
argument object

Allen relations, three paths can be find (because we assume that objects are
monolithic and don’t changing size during their movement. Some possible paths
are ignored due to this reason ). Depending upon the neighborhood graph of
Allen relations, Inverse of these relations can be divided into two categories,
object commutativity and reorientation of relations. According to reorientation
of a relation, we can write A1 = {<,m, o, S, d, fi, di,=} and their inverses as
A2 = {>,mi, oi, f, d, Si, di,=}. This shows that relations d,=, di have their own
reorientations. Region Connected Calculus - RCC8 relations are possible combi-
nation of 8 independent Allen relations in 1D. These relations and their inverse
show that the whole 2D space can be explored with the help of 1D Allen relations
using oriented lines varying from (0, ¼).

2.3 Fuzzification of Allen relations

Fuzzification process of Allen relations do not depend upon particular choice
of fuzzy membership function, trapezoidal membership function is used due to
flexibility in shape change. Let r(I, J) be Allen relation between segments I
and J where I ∈ A(argument object) and J ∈ B (reference object), r′ is the
distance between r(I, J) and its conceptional neighborhood. We consider a fuzzy
membership function ¹ : r′ −→ [0, 1]. The fuzzy Allen relations defined by
Matsakis [12] are

– f<(I, J) = ¹(−∞,−∞,−b−3a/2,−b−a)(y),
– f>(I, J) = ¹(0,a/2,∞,∞)(y)
– fm(I, J) = ¹(−b−3a/2,−b−a,−b−a,−b−a/2)(y),
– fmi(I, J) = ¹(−a/2,0,0,a/2)(y)
– fOi(I, J) = ¹(−a,−a/2,−a/2,0)(y)
– fsi(I, J) = min(¹(−(b+a)/2,−a,−a,+∞)(y), ¹(−3a/2,−a,−a,−a/2)(y), ¹(z,2z,+∞,+∞)(x))
– fd(I, J) = min(¹(−b,−b+a/2,−3a/2,−a)(y), ¹(−∞,−∞,z/2,z)(x))

where a = min(x, z), b = max(x, z) and x is the length of longitudinal section
of argument object A and z is the length of longitudinal section of reference
object B. Most of relations are defined by one membership function like before,
after,meet, meet_by and some of them are defined by more than one member-
ship functions like d(during), di(during_by), f (finisℎ), fi (finisℎed_by). In



fuzzy set theory, sum of all the relations is one, this gives the definition for rela-
tion fuzzy equal. During the decomposition process of an object into segments,
there can be multiple segments depending on object shape and boundary which
is called longitudinal section. Different segments of a longitudinal section are at
a certain distance and these distances might effect end results. In polygonal ob-
ject approximation, fuzzy T-conorms are used for fuzzy integration of available
information. Here for simplicity only T-conorm (Fuzzy OR operator)is used.

¹(OR)(u) = max(¹(A)(u), ¹(B)(u))

2.4 Normalized fuzzy histogram of Allen relations

Histogram of fuzzy Allen relation represents total area of subregions of A and B
that are facing each other in given direction µ. Mathematically it can be written
as [15] ∫ +∞

−∞
(
∑

r²A

Fr(µ,Aµ(v), Bµ(v))dv = (x+ z)

n∑

k=1

r(Ik, Jk)

where z is the area of reference object and x is area of augmented object in
direction µ, n is total number of segments treated and r(Ik, Jk) is an Allen
relation for segments (Ik, Jk). These histograms are normalized by dividing all
Allen’s relations by their sum for every µ. It is represented by ⌈FAB

r (µ)⌋ where r ∈
A. ⌈FAB

r (µ)⌋ =
FAB

r (µ)∑
½∈A FAB

½ (µ)
. These fuzzy Allen relations are directional fuzzy

numbers and can be used to define the quantitative fuzzy directional relations.

3 Fusion of Topological and directional relations

This section consists of two subsections where in first one it is described how
different functions can be used to assess the fuzzy qualitative directions and
how the different Allen relations are combined for topological and directional
information fusion. In second subsection, the representation method for the fuzzy
topological and fuzzy directional relations is described in detail.

3.1 Fusion of topological and directional Components

All these equations depicted in section 2.3 assign a numerical value to a topo-
logical spatial relation in a direction µ. To find directional contents of a topo-
logical relation, these numerical values are used with directional fuzzy sets. Di-
rections are represented as {E,NE,N,NW,W,SW,S, SE} with meanings East,
North_East, North, North_West, West, South_ West, South and South_ East.
To assess these fuzzy directional relations, two trigonometric membership func-
tions cos2µ and sin2µ are used. As angle distribution is taken to the half plane
so opposite Allen relations are used to define the opposite directions except the
direction East and West where union of both relations are used. Mathematically
these relations can be defined as



– fE =
∑¼

4

µ=0 Ar2 × cos2(2µ) +
∑¼

µ= 3¼
4
Ar1 × cos2(2µ)

– fW =
∑¼

4

µ=0 Ar1 × cos2(2µ) +
∑¼

µ= 3¼
4
Ar2 × cos2(2µ)

– fN =
∑ 3¼

4

µ=¼
4
Ar2 × cos2(2µ)

– fS =
∑ 3¼

4

µ=¼
4
Ar1 × cos2(2µ)

Where Ari ∈ Ai, i = 1, 2 given in section 2.2 and
f ∈ {D,EC,PO, TPP,NTPP, TPPI,NTPPI,EQ} which respectively mean
Disjoint, Externally connected, Partially overlap, Tangent properpart,
Non tangent properpart, Tangent properpart inverse, Non Tangent properpart inverse,
and Equal.

3.2 Interpretation of topological and directional relations

The relations are manipulated in (8× 8) matrix where C(i, j) represents the itℎ

topological relation in jtℎ direction. Rows are arranged in an order of
{D,EC,PO, TPP,NTPP, TPPI,NTPPI,EQ}. Different directions may yield
different 1D relations in 2D space and different relations may coexist along the
same direction. Below a conclusion about the overall 2D relation is given.

1. Only first row is non zero then objects have fuzzy disjoint (DC ) topological
relation .

2. If the first and the second rows are non zero then the overall relation in 2D
space is fuzzy meet EC.

3. If there exist at least one non zero value in third row it means there exist
fuzzy topological relation overlap. or If non zero values also exist in TPP
along with NTPP (TPPI along with NTPPI ) then the relation will be TPP
(NTPP) in the corresponding direction.

4. Relations PP, PPI, EQ hold if the corresponding relation holds in all direc-
tions. A relation will hold if all elements in a row are non zero and all other
rows are zero.

The above explanation shows that overlap relation in 2D space is more complex
than any other topological relation. In this case all the Allen relations coexist in
different directions.

4 Experiments and discussion

In the following set of examples the objects A (argument object) and B (refer-
ence object) are represented by light and dark grey colors respectively. A matrix
of fuzzy topological and directional relations are computed. Figure (2(a)) shows
that argument object A meets the reference object B in direction East, their
topological and directional relations show that there exist a topological relation
meet EC with a maximum degree in direction East along with other neigh-
boring directions and Disjoint topological relation exists due to application of



(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 2. Object pairs with meet topological relation and their directional relations

1D Allen relations (figure 2(b)). Argument object A in figure 2(c) touches the
reference object from North, their relation matrix validates the said relation
(2(d)). In figure 2(e) argument object lies inside the reference object near the
boundary in the East and South_East direction, their relations matrix (figure
2(f)) shows that the TPP topological relation exists with equal degree in the
East and South_East direction. In figure 2(g), objects are disjoint and fuzzy
relations matrix shows that object lies in North_East, North, North_West to
the reference object. Directional components as shown in figure 2(h) specify the
object location. This shows that object equally lies in North_East and North
directions. In figures 2(i), fuzzy topological relation EC exits due to fuzziness of
Allen relations. Disjoint relation exist in directions E,NE,N, NW and W with
different degree due to fuzziness of directions. In figure 2(k) objects overlap and



a topological relation PO exists but existence of other relations like D, EC rep-
resented in figure 2(j).
In the last example, the method is applied to a well known sequence of images
"water surface sequence" [9] where a manual segmentation of objects is per-
formed. The tree is taken as a reference object B while the shape of the person
is taken as an argument object A. In figure 3(a) as the argument (person) object
is very close to the reference object (tree). due to this closeness, there exist fuzzy
meet (EC) relation in a certain directions along with the fuzzy disjoint relation
in a specified directions. There exist number of directions because the object is
very close and visual rang is too much large (results are shown in figure 3(b)).
As the argument object walks away from the reference object (3(c)), their topo-
logical relations also change. Now only fuzzy disjoint topological relation exists
and due to the distance between the objects, their visual rang also decreases and
only E,NE, SE directional relations exist (figure 3(d)). In all the above exam-

(a) Frame 1499 (b) Spatial relations (c) Frame 1547 (d) Spatial relations

Fig. 3. Difference frames of image sequence "watersurface" and their spatial relations.

ples, it is shown that the topological and directional relations can be successfully
integrated in a single method. This method will be hopefully used for spatio-
temporal reasoning where we need the topological and directional information
at each step.

5 Conclusion

Spatial topological and directional relations are important to understand the
scene configuration and spatio-temporal reasoning. Spatio-temporal information
fusion is important to have a single method to understand the image config-
uration completely. In this paper, the key point is that different informations
regarding the topological and directional relations are integrated through a sin-
gle method. These relations are sensitive to the distance between the objects
and cardinal directions. Due to the spatio-temporal nature it is possible to con-
struct from the fuzzy Allen relations a set of spatio-temporal relations such as
Leave,Enter, Cross, Bypass and others. This method could be used for spatio-



temporal reasoning. Our future work will now in defining the spatio-temporal
relations of the above mentioned classes between two moving spatial objects.
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